REVIEW

Waves Virtual
Mix Room, NX Head
Tracker, B360 Encoder
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Multi-dimensional audio: NIGEL JOPSON’S expanding head band.

his review covers 3 separate, but
complementary, products from Waves. The
Virtual Mix Room is a plug-in intended for
the master bus in a DAW, which ‘recreates
the spatial acoustics of a professional mixing and
recording room — right inside your headphones’.
The second product is a hardware device, which
controls Virtual Mix Room. The third product is a
plug-in which converts and mixes mono, stereo and
surround tracks into Ambisonics B-format, to deliver
360° audio.
The Virtual Mix Room is interesting from
Resolution’s point of view, as it was a hot topic of
conversation between myself and our late founding
editor Zenon Schoepe, after he returned from NAMM
2016 when the plug-in was first announced. I am
keen on anything “new” in audio ... Zen was cautious
in case the development heralded a move by Waves
towards consumer products. What a difference the
intervening 22 months have brought! Now we
understand where we are heading: VR has exploded
over the last three years. Audio for 360 video —
YouTube 360, Facebook 360 as well as VR projects
— has been a huge growth area for audio pros as
IP owners rush to re-purpose existing content, and
commission exciting creative projects to sell into new
formats.
The human perception of spatial sound in the real
world is a complex process. It combines interactions
between acoustic sound waves and the room or
space, the interaction with our head and ears, the
reaction of our middle and inner ear and the audio
nerve, and our brain’s interpretation. Thomas Lund of
Genelec explained to me that the well known Haas (or
precedence) effect used by our ears to localise sound
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is a computation made outside of the cognitive brain
— done by nerves and brain stem — it is literally
hard-wired into our bodies! This makes sense from a
life-preservation point of view, and goes a long way
to explaining why non time-aligned monitoring can
be so fatiguing. It also explains why the perception
of sound over headphones is a completely different
experience than it is over monitors, where head and
ear filtering, delays, early reflections and head motion
are all part of the equation.
Until I listened to NX Virtual Mix Room, I have
hated every type of “cross feed” or speaker simulation
I have ever tried. I’m an audio pro, and my opinion
hitherto has been that I would rather take into account
the unique nature of headphone listening, rather than
fiddle about with any hocus-pocus which gets in the
way of direct monitoring. However, like many other
engineers, I’ve always found that actually mixing on
headphones has always been a mistake. It has to be
admitted that assembling a mix on cans is very tiring,
and moving back to monitors in a room and doing
productive work often involves a silence-break to
re-orientate the mind.
The Waves Virtual Mix Room blew me away. It’s
not that I enjoy some sort of “room effect” — there is
a Room Ambience amount control on the NX plug-in
for the DAW mix bus — I tended to turn it down a
little from the initial preset value of 30. It’s just that it
made listening on cans more relaxing, much easier to
solo instruments in a mix, check delays and panning,
and it made switching back to monitors much easier.
The Virtual Room plug-in has a Head Modeling
section where you can measure the size of your dome
and input the circumference and distance between
ears: I found this improved the realism a little.
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There are also some preset Headphone EQs for
the following cans: Audeze EL-8, iSINE20 and SINE;
AudioTechnica ATH-M50x; AKG K-702; Beyer
DT880, DT-990; Sennheiser HD-280P, HD-600,
HD-800; Shure SRH-440 and Sony MDR-7506. I
hope Waves add to the selection as I happened to
have a pair of Sennheisers around and the EQ was
useful. If you want to check what adjustments are
being applied, the EQ component can be soloed.
According to your DAW mix mode, either stereo,
5.1 speakers and so forth are displayed in the Virtual
Room. You can change the angles, spacing and
rotation of the virtual loudspeakers in the Speaker
Position section. The impression of speakers to the
rear, and image/location on the horizontal plane, is
really well executed. Turning up the Room Ambience
amount spoils the realism for me, because an element
of slap-back enters the soundfield. As audio pros we
are very tuned-in to artificially induced delays and
reflections — I tried the iPhone NX app on some
ordinary music listeners, together with the Head
Tracker hardware — the results were quite salutary,
with listeners staggering around, a little bewildered as
to what they were hearing!
The head tracking hardware is an integral part
of Virtual Mix Room. The Virtual Room can also be
controlled by a face-tracking camera — built into a
laptop for example — but the NX Head Tracker gives
a superior result. The hardware was the subject of
a Kickstarter fund-raising program which ended in
September 2016: 2,847 people raised $261,424
by effectively pre-ordering the device at a discount.
Backers got the hardware for $49. Nx Virtual Mix
Room with Nx Head Tracker are priced at $178,
although they are currently on sale for $149.
Why does the head tracker make such a big
difference to the sound of the Virtual Room? Waves
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developer Matan Ben-Asher explains: ‘Our brain not
only looks at frequency differences between the ears
and time delays between the ears, the brain also has
sensitivity to time changes, it is doing some form of
scanning effect as it moves, or differentiation, if you’d
like to call it that. The brain is actually expecting
sound to stay in a particular location, even with
miniscule [head] changes. It is similar to scanning
with 3D vision. If you just look at a picture, it’s hard
to locate 3D elements in space, but if you move your
head or make small motions with your eyes, you scan
the three dimensional aspect, and we do the same
with sound. If you don’t do that — with headphones
— your brain is not convinced [if the sound picture
remains static]. If your head was held in a medical
clamp it might be convincing, but as soon as you
move just a little bit, it collapses. You can’t really
experience the sweet spot, until you move a little bit
out of the sweet spot, and then back into it!’
His last statement seems
to make a lot of sense to me.
The WavesHeadTracker
app (the control interface
for the hardware) has a
data read out for head
Yaw Pitch and Roll (side
to side inclination). You
can reset the sweet spot
with a button in the stereo
bus NX plug-in: having
someone else watch the
WavesHeadTracker app
data stream, when I
signalled “more realism”
with a thumbs up, I had
inevitably slightly moved
my head and then returned to position, even if I felt
sure I’d kept perfectly still. In fairness to Studer, it’s
worth mentioning that their engineers came up with
a somewhat similar system (BRS — Binaural Room
Scanning) sixteen years ago, with a head tracker
system fitted to headphones relaying the user’s head
position to the processor, and thus which set of impulse
responses to use at any moment. The processing
power required made the system impractical — at the
time — to put into production.
The only time I felt the Waves Nx Room had
limitations was when playing .AAC files with the
iPhone app. I found that music which I knew had
been processed to within an inch of its life — badly
mastered, in other words — displayed some unpleasant
artefacts. It seemed to me to be not just extra distortion,
but time-domain smearing, which illustrates just how
important it is to preserve musical dynamics.
Bottom line: having the head tracker adds to
realism, even if you never make very big head
movements. Somehow, the tiny alterations reassure
the brain that the soundstage has realism. The
5.5cm x 3cm plastic unit clips easily to the cans’
headband with a rubber grip (a spare is supplied);
powered by a single AAA battery, it easily connects
via Bluetooth. The moment I connected it, mine
immediately requested a firmware update which was
accomplished in a minute or so. There’s a battery
readout in the tracker control panel, and after a certain
period of inactivity the unit switches off to save
power. It can be easily re-connected by pressing the
single button next to the NX logo.
The final piece in the virtual jigsaw is Waves’ new
B360 Ambisonics Encoder. 1st order Ambisonics
— “B Format” — has quickly become the standard
for YouTube 360, Facebook 360 and VR projects.
B-format has four channels, which together represent
the entire spherical soundfield. When you want to
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include mono, stereo or surround tracks
in an Ambisonics mix, you first need to
convert them to B-format. The beauty
of the Waves’ setup, as reviewed, is
that it enables you to mix for Ambisonic
on headphones, without owning or
configuring an Ambisonic monitoring
rig. You can insert the B360 on your
entire stereo or surround mix, and it will
convert the original file into Ambisonics
B-format. Or, you can insert B360 on
each individual channel in your session,
for positioning of that channel in your Ambisonic
mix. The latter approach was the one that I took in
reviewing the plug-in.
The first thing to remember is that your session —
whichever DAW you use — is going to be Quad. So,
just a little reminder for Logic users: even if you’ve
correctly configured Quad I/O assignments in your
Audio/Preferences, you also need to visit File/Project
Settings/Audio/General and set Surround format to
Quadrophonic. Even when the validated B360 plugins show in your Logic AU scan, WaveShell is smart
enough to not show them in the AU plug-in list unless
you have Quad dialled-in for the project, which — as
I have only ever used 5.1 — initially cause me a little
head scratching.
In Pro Tools you need to select New Audio Track/
Quad, and for Output select stereo and then insert the
NX Virtual Mix Room. When working with Cubase
or Nuendo, you must create a track of four channels
or larger, even when the source material is mono or
stereo. In Logic or Pro Tools, the B360 will cleverly
open the correct plug-in component based on the
existing channel type (mono, stereo, 7.1, and so
on). Normal plug-ins can be added or retained from
existing sessions. EQ, dynamic, and noise reduction
plugins will not interfere with the Ambisonics process,
as long as they are placed before B360 in the channel
processing chain.
Create a Quad track. This can be the mix master or
a monitor buss. Route each of the playback tracks to
this buss. This is then your Ambisonic mix track. The
Nx Ambisonics plug-in is inserted here, which enables
Ambisonics monitoring, along with head tracking.
The display no longer shows virtual loudspeakers.
Instead, a rain shower of coloured dots surrounds
the virtual head. Red dots indicate low frequencies,
orange indicate low mids, yellow indicate high mids
and small dots of bright colours show HF distribution.
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I must say, assembling an Ambisonic mix gave me
a lot of respect for engineers who have switched to
immersive formats! It requires quite a bit of discipline
and a studied approach. After a few rather random
attempts, I settled on getting a rough balance in
mono, then splitting out the “static” portions of a
mix, and finally automating those channels which I
thought might benefit.
Of course I have other immersive panners —
Logic has had a built-in Ambisonic Panner for quite
some time — but I found the B360 much better for
automation work and fine positioning. It is quite
different positioning even a static “bed” track in an
Ambisonic soundfield than positioning for stereo. I
found I still have a lot to learn — and a large screen
is definitely and advantage — as it allows multiple
panner windows to be open simultaneously. Phase is
a critical component, the four channels must remain
precisely time and gain-aligned during processing,
otherwise odd things happen! What I really liked
about the Waves B360 was that it intelligently
recognised the format of the track and transformed
the standard formats into a four-channel Ambisonics
B-format audio stream.
B360 on its own is $299, and the bundle I tested
is $399. For an audio pro tasked with re-purposing
content for 360 format, this Waves bundle is essential.
It neatly side-steps the requirement for extra amps
and monitors, and gives a compact and controlled
environment to make decisions in. I learnt that
Ambisonic mixing is much harder than us stereo
people might think! I also discovered that, despite
any previous reservations, the Virtual Mix Room is an
absolute winner as regards listening to stereo and 5.1
mixes on headphones. n

PROS

The Virtual Mix Room with head tracker
is the most relaxing headphone listening
experience for actually dissecting and
manipulating audio. The Waves bundle
make it easy for any audio pro to mix for
Ambisonic, regardless of their monitoring
setup.

CONS

None — except Ambisonic mixing is much
harder than you may think!

Contact
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Web: www.waves.com
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